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ABSTRACT Inflammatory bowel diseases (IBDs) are a group of disorders causing chronic inflammation of
small intestine and colon, and include Chron’s disease and ulcerative colitis as most common occurrences.
Patients suffering from IBD have more chances to experience an arterial event, such as a stroke or an acute
coronary syndrome. In this setting, computational data mining methods applied to electronic medical records
of patients diagnosed with IBD can provide useful information regarding the possibility for them to develop
arterial diseases, in few minutes and at small cost. In this manuscript, we analyzed a dataset of 90 patients
diagnosed with IBD, 30 of which having an arterial disease. After detecting the capability of predicting the
arterial event and the most important features of the whole dataset, we repeated the analysis only on the
subset of 30 patients suffering from both IBD and arterial disease. Our results show that machine learning
can precisely predict both the occurrence of an arterial event and its type (stroke or acute coronary syndrome)
from medical records, and can provide useful rankings about the most important clinical variables available
in the dataset. Our otherwise unobservable findings can have a strong impact in the clinical settings, allowing
physicians and medical doctors to make better decisions regarding prognoses and therapies of patients
suffering from this disease.

INDEX TERMS Arterial disease, inflammatory bowel disease, binary classification, computational intelli-
gence, supervised machine learning, machine learning, feature ranking, electronic health records.

I. INTRODUCTION
Dealing with comorbidities is a major task in healthcare
nowadays, with multi-morbidity being more the norm than
the exception [1]. Additionally, as the recent Covid-19 pan-
demics has brought to public attention worldwide [2], comor-
bidities have relevant structural and economic impact on
healthcare systems [3], [4].

The importance of designing correct data science strategies
in modeling comorbidities conditions has been known for
the last 25 years [5], but a number of factors such as the
lack of a shared consensus on definitions [1] has prevented
reaching consistently good results in prediction. Promising
trends are arising, however, and they rely on integration of
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clinical records with omics data and the recent advances in
artificial intelligence algorithms [6]–[8].

Here we will focus on a well known comorbidity, linking
the raised risk for cardiovascular (CV) events to a quite het-
erogeneous condition known as inflammatory bowel disease
(IBD). The umbrella definition of IBD, in fact, encompasses
a number of inflammatory pathologies of the colon and small
intestine, Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis being the
principal phenotypes. The relation between a pre-existing
IBD condition and the occurrence of a CV event has been
extensively studied throughout the last decades, with a steady
flow of published studies still ongoing nowadays.While there
is a widespread consensus about the increased risk for cardio-
vascular events such as stroke and acute coronary syndrome
in patients with IBD, with higher prevalence in women and
in younger patients [9], it is less clear whether also the risk
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of worse outcomes from CV events such as sudden cardiac
death and overall mortality is also increased by IBD [10].
Furthermore, the underlying mechanism inducing the raised
risk is still far from being fully unveiled [11]–[14]. Together
with genetic predisposition, the effects of chronic or acute
inflammation has been indicated by several authors as the
most likely culprits [15], [16]. In fact, inflammation induces
a procoagulative state coupled with systemic endothelial dys-
function leading to the onset of thromboembolic adverse
events [17]. Further, chronic inflammation-based risk factors
due to IBD activity has been shown to be strongly associated
to an increased risk of CV events even if conventional risk
factors are not over-represented in patients with IBD [18].
Consequences on treatment are relevant, too: standard thera-
pies targeting IBDwith anti-inflammatory effect such as anti-
TNF or thiopurines were shown also to reduce incidence and
outcome of CV events, while other IBD therapies addressing
different processes may be detrimental for the CV-related
aspects, as in the case of tumor necrosis factor alpha antag-
onist [14]. Interestingly, a line of clinical research concerns
the dual problem of tracking the IBD development among
patients affected by CV diseases, through the definition of
ad-hoc predictive scores such as the CHA 2DS 2-VASc [13].

In the current manuscript we are interested in the prediction
of two CV events, namely stroke and acute coronary syn-
drome (ACS), in patients with IBD. Definition of both con-
ditions varies along the years due to their heterogeneity
and complexity [19]–[22]. Following the original study [23],
we indicate as stroke a CV event inducing neurologic clinical
modification and confirmed ischemia in magnetic resonance
imaging [24], while acute coronary syndrome is identified
by electrocardiogram modification, documented elevation
in cardiac troponin and presence of a culprit coronary
lesion [25].

Prediction of stroke occurrence and outcome has its roots
in the final decades of the last century, when a number of
risk scores started being introduced to estimate CV event
hazard from demographic data [26], and newer scores are
appearing recently, too [27]. The first models making their
way to the clinical practice were heavily relying on statistical
methods like the Cox proportional hazards, and, in particular,
they adopted linearity as the basic mechanism relating risk to
prevalence. However, this interaction was soon shown to be
far from linear, andmore complex statistical models appeared
on stage [28] and they are still effective nowadays [29]–[31],
keeping the pace with newer strategies.

Since 2010s, two game changers in this context have been
the fast evolution of machine learning algorithms [32] and the
growing availability of health electronic records (EHRs) [33].
As stated the recent review [34], the use of EHR features
as predictor has boosted the performance of machine learn-
ing algorithms, whose improvement over statistical models
has been quite limited when based solely on administrative
claims, also allowing the detection through feature selection
of critical biomarkers in the prediction, such as the demo-
graphic age, frailty score and the clinical serum urea nitrogen,

serum creatinine and serum potassium [34], [35]. Among the
most recent developments, the novel paradigm of deep learn-
ing has shown good diagnostic results for large cohorts [36],
especially in integrated models [37] complementing EHR
with high-throughput omics data [38] and imaging [39]. And,
as in all fields where artificial intelligence is involved, model
interpretability play a crucial role [28], [40].

Moving to ACS prediction, the publication pattern resem-
bles closely the one for stroke, only on a smaller scale.
Although statistical and score-based methods are still con-
sidered [41], [42], the machine learning methods are taking
over, showing better performances [43]–[45]. Also for ACS
prediction, EHRs play a crucial role [46], as well as the
application of novel deep artificial neural networks [47], [48]
and the quest for key biomarkers [49]. When dealing with
the scenario of an underlying IBD condition, predicting CV
events is still an uncharted territory, especially if relying
only on EHR, let alone detecting significant biomarkers. The
available references are in fact essentially those aforemen-
tioned and those cited in [23], while integration of bioimaging
data [15], [50] and, even more, of metagenomics data [51],
[52] are providing interesting and encouraging results.

Starting from the EHR dataset of 90 individuals originally
introduced in [23], here we aim at simultaneously identify
key predictive features and forecast CV events in a cohort
of patients diagnosed with IBD. Given the limited sample
size, we rely on classical well established machine learning
models, namely Support Vector Machine, Random Forest,
XGBoost, while we adopt Recursive Feature Elimination as
the ranking algorithm. Model robustness and reproducibility
are warranted by repeated stratified cross-validation cycles.
As amajor outcome, we name clinical activity, gender and the
corticosteroids treatment dosage as most relevant features to
identify stroke and ACS, providing novel information useful
to the clinical practitioners for diagnostic purposes.

We organize the rest of the article as follows. After this
Introduction, we describe the datasets analyzed (section II)
and the methods employed (section III). We then report the
complete results we obtained (section IV) and discuss their
relevance and impact (section V). We finally outline the main
messages, the limitations, and the future developments of this
study (section VI).

II. DATASET
In this study, we analyze a dataset of electronic health records
of 90 patients (37 women and 53 men) collected at Hôpital
Saint-Antoine hospital (Paris, France) between 1996 and
2015 [23].

This dataset contains twelve clinical variables; eleven
of them are binary and one (corticosteroids) is categori-
cal (Table 1). This dataset contains a binary feature called
‘‘arterial event’’ that indicates of the patient had a stroke or an
arterial coronary syndrome (value 1) or not (value 0). We use
this feature as classification target for this dataset, and there-
fore we call this global dataset ‘‘arterial event dataset’’. With
66.67% negative data instances (patients with arterial event)
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TABLE 1. Meaning, measurement unit, and possible values of each feature of the dataset. ACS: acute coronary syndrome. IBD: inflammatory bowel
disease.

TABLE 2. Binary features quantitative characteristics for the arterial
event dataset. All the binary features have meaning true for the value
1 and false for the value 0, except sex (0 = female and 1 = male) and
arterial event (0 = patient who did not have an arterial event and 1 =
patient who had an arterial event). The arterial event dataset contains
90 subjects, all with IBD.

TABLE 3. Numeric feature quantitative characteristics. s.d.: standard
deviation. corticosteroids (CTC): value 0 for 0 mg/j, value 1 for values
between 0 and 20 mg/j, and value 2 for any value greater than 20 mg/j.

and 33.33% positive data instances (individuals without arte-
rial event), we can say that the dataset is negatively unbal-
anced (Table 2 and Table 3).

Afterwards, we decided to consider only the subset
of 60 patients who had an arterial event, and to consider
the event type feature as target variable for our binary

TABLE 4. Binary features quantitative characteristics for the event type
dataset. All the binary features have meaning true for the value 1 and
false for the value 0, except sex (0 = female and 1 = male) and event
type (0 = acute coronary syndrome and 1 = stroke). The event type
dataset contains 30 individuals, all with IBD.

TABLE 5. Numeric feature quantitative characteristics. s.d.: standard
deviation. corticosteroids (CTC): value 0 for 0 mg/j, value 1 for values
between 0 and 20 mg/j, and value 2 for any value greater han 20 mg/j.

classification. The event type factor has value 0 if the patient
had an acute coronary syndrome, or value 1 if the patient
had a stroke (Table 4 and Table 5). We call this global
dataset ‘‘event type dataset’’. This dataset contains data
of 30 patients, and is negatively imbalanced, too: 73.33%
negative elements and 26.67% positive elements.

The original article by Le Gall and colleagues [23] high-
lights the importance of the IBD clinical activity. Regarding
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FIGURE 1. Dataset representation. Representation of the arterial event
whole dataset and of the event type subset.

the meaning of this clinical variable, we contacted the corre-
sponding author Le Gall et al. [23] who kindly provided this
information privately via email:

0) Quiescence;
1) Minimal chronic or intermittent symptoms compatible

with life (including work), doubtful imputability to
IBD;

2) Clinical signs (chronic or intermittent) probably
attributable to IBD but compatible with normal activity
(including work);

3) Flair or active chronic disease incompatible with an
activity (including work);

4) Hospitalization for more than one day for relapse or
complication;

5) Hospitalization for abdominal surgery (resection,
bypass).

The value 0 for clinical activity in this dataset refers then
to the ‘‘Quiescence’’ condition listed above, while the value
1 refers to all the other conditions.

Several variables of the electronic health records of this
dataset state if the patient has particular diseases or not:
arterial hypertension, diabetes, and dyslipidemia (Table 1),
where dyslipidemia means excessive presence of lipids
in the blood. Other factors say if the patient has taken
inhibitors (tumour necrosis factor inhibitors), steroids (cor-
ticosteroids), or immunosuppressive drugs (immunosuppres-
sants): all drugs usually taken by patients diagnosed with
inflammatory bowel disease [53]–[55]. Another variable indi-
cates if the patient was a smoker, and another one indicates
its biological sex.

Two variables provide information about the level of
C-reactive found it the blood tests: one states if the mean CRP
was over 5 mg/L in the last year, and another one refers to the
same quantity in in the last three years. CRP, in fact, is used
in themedical community to evaluate infection, inflammation
or tissue injury. A value below 5 mg/L means lower risk of

cardiovascular disease, while a value above that threshold
means higher risk of cardiovascular disease.

More information about the dataset can be found in the
original article [23].

III. METHODS
In this section, we first described the machine learning tech-
niques we used for binary classification (subsection III-A),
and the machine learning and biostatistics techniques
we employed to compute the medical feature rankings
(subsection III-B).

A. BINARY CLASSIFICATION
For both the whole arterial event dataset and the event
type subset of patients, we trained a suite of binary classi-
fiers and assessed their performances on a set of replicated
experiments. In detail, the set of experiments consists
of 1,000 runs of Monte Carlo stratified Cross Validation [56],
with 80%/20% train/test splits: in each run, the training por-
tion includes 80% of the data, randomly sampled preserv-
ing the original proportion between classes; then, classifier
performances are evaluated on the remaining set of samples
constituting the test portion. As classifiers, we employed the
following algorithms:

• Support Vector Machines (SVM) [57], linear and gaus-
sian kernel, with C = 103 for both;

• XGBoost [58], gbtree and gblinear booster, η =

0.001 and 1, early stopping rounds 10, subsample
0.75 and 0.85, γ = 3, max depth 5, binary: logistic
objective, error evaluation metric and nrounds 10,000;

• Random Forests [59];
• Logit, binomial object model family.

Common best practices in machine learning require the
additional split of the dataset into training set, validation set,
and test set, where the validation set is used to test several
hyper-parameter configurations through a grid search [60].
In this case, however, we decided to avoid the hyper-
parameter optimization because the of the small size of the
dataset, and decided to stick with the default parameters of
the corresponding R function, unless otherwise specified.

We reported more details about the R functions and pack-
ages used in the Supplementary information.

B. FEATURE RANKING
To compute the ranking of the most predictive clini-
cal features of the two datasets, we employed a typical
recursive feature elimination (RFE) [61]. Applying this
approach, we performed a loop cycle where, at each iteration,
we removed a different feature and applied the XGBoost
classifier as described before (subsection III-A). Then, for
each iteration, we saved the prediction scores expressed as
confusion matrix indicators. We finally ranked each feature
based on the MCC obtained when that specific feature was
removed [62]: the lower the MCC, the more important the
feature is.
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TABLE 6. Arterial event prediction results. s.d.: standard deviation. Positives: patients who had an arterial event. Negatives: patients who did not
experience an arterial event. SVM: Support Vector Machine. MCC: Matthews correlation coefficient. MCC worst value = −1 and best value = +1.
Sensitivity: true positive rate, recall. Specificity: true negative rate. PR: precision-recall curve. Precision: positive predictive value (PPV). NPV: negative
predictive value. ROC: receiver operating characteristic curve. AUC: area under the curve. Confusion matrix threshold cut-off: 0.5. F1 score, accuracy, TP
rate, TN rate, PPV, NPV, PR AUC, ROC AUC: worst value = 0 and best value = +1. We highlighted in blue and with an asterisk * the top result for each
statistical indicator. We report the formulas of these rates in the supplementary information.

For both the datasets, we applied only the XGBoost clas-
sifier because it was the one which obtained the highest
prediction scores.

Feature ranking through machine learning methods can
capture the importance of the dataset variables while they
interact between each other. Although it generates interesting
results, it does not express the relevance of each feature alone
in relationship with the target.

For a better understanding of the importance of each clin-
ical variable, we therefore applied traditional univariate sta-
tistical tests such as chi-squared test [63] and Kruskal-Wallis
test [64].

These two tests check how likely an observed distribution
is due to chance between two binary variables (chi-squared
test) or between two multi-class variables (Kruskal-Wallis
test). If the test generate a low p-value (close to 0), it means
that the two features have a strong relation, while if it gener-
ates a high p-value (close to 1), it means that the null hypoth-
esis of independence cannot be discarded. These univariate
statistical tests capture the importance of the relationship
between each feature alone and the target feature, without
considering the interactions between the features.

IV. RESULTS
In this section, we first report the results we obtained for the
binary classification of the arterial event dataset and of the
event type subset (subsection IV-A), and the feature ranking
results achieved through biostatistics and machine learning
techniques for the arterial event dataset (subsection IV-B) and
for the event type dataset (subsection IV-C).

A. BINARY CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
We employed the binary classification methods previously
described (section III) to the general arterial event dataset and
the event type subset, and report the results in Table 6 and
Table 7, respectively. We also represented the MCC results as
barplots in Figure 2. For each dataset, we employed both the
SVM with linear kernel and the SVM with Gaussian kernel,
and reported only the kernel which generated the best results.

Among the confusion matrix statistical indicators
employed, we gave more importance to the Matthews

correlation coefficient (MCC) because it is the only metric
that generates a high score only if the classifier achieved high
results on all sensitivity, specificity, precision, and negative
predictive value at the same time [60], [65]–[68].

Regarding arterial event, all the four machine learning
methods employed were able to obtained good prediction
results, with MCC ranging from+0.255 (Random Forests) to
+0.406 (XGBoost). The gradient boosting method XGBoost
earned the top score for all the statistical indicators, tied
for first with Random Forests regarding the recall. XGBoost
was also the only method able to correctly predict most
of the negatives (sensitivity = 0.503), while the other three
techniques correctly predict only less than 50% of them
(Table 6).

Regarding event type, the classifiers obtained lower pre-
diction scores, with MCC ranking from +0.050 (logit) to
+0.222 (XGBoost).
As one can notice, the gradient boosting XGBoost method

achieved the top results for this task as well, with top
MCC, specificity, precision, NPV, precision-recall AUC, and
receiver operating characteristic AUC Table 7). No method
here was capable of correctly predicting most of the negative
data instances (all specificity scores are lower than 0.5): this
result is probably due to the small size of the negative class
of this subset, with only 8 elements. Also, the other methods
did not generate overall reliable predictive results: the MCC
attained by logit (+0.050) is close to random guessing, while
the ones gained by Random Forests and Linear SVM are just
above that value (+0.111 and +0.139, respectively).
Because of the imbalance of both the datasets, all the

four methods obtained higher scores when correctly classi-
fying positive data instances (sensitivity) and making correct
positive predictions (precision), than negative data instances
(specificity and negative predictive value). During training,
in fact, all the methods were able to observe and learn more
positive data instances than negative elements, and therefore
they performed better on the former class than on the latter
class.

Overall, we can state that the machine learning method
XGBoost was able to correctly predict patients with arterial
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TABLE 7. Event type prediction results. s.d.: standard deviation. Positives: patients who had a stroke. Negatives: patients who had an acute coronary
syndrome. SVM: Support Vector Machine. MCC: Matthews correlation coefficient. MCC worst value = −1 and best value = +1. Sensitivity: true positive
rate, recall. Specificity: true negative rate. PR: precision-recall curve. Precision: positive predictive value (PPV). NPV: negative predictive value. ROC:
receiver operating characteristic curve. AUC: area under the curve. Confusion matrix threshold cut-off: 0.5. F1 score, accuracy, TP rate, TN rate, PPV, NPV,
PR AUC, ROC AUC: worst value = 0 and best value = +1. We highlighted in blue and with an asterisk * the top result for each statistical indicator. We
report the formulas of these rates in the supplementary information.

FIGURE 2. Classification results representation. Representation of the classification results reported as mean Matthews correlation coefficients ± the
corresponding standard deviations for each method. We reported the precise values in Table 6 and in Table 7.

event, subjects who had no arterial event, and patients with
stroke in the event type dataset.

The barplots show that each method employed to pre-
dict the arterial event type had a large standard deviation
(Figure 2). We believe this result is due to the small size of
the dataset, which made the results being unstable.

B. FEATURE RANKING RESULTS FOR ARTERIAL EVENT
After assessing the capability of computational intelligence
to predict if a patient had an arterial event or not, we decided
to investigate which clinical features are the most relevant
in this prediction. As described earlier (subsection III-B),
we employed both a machine learning recursive fea-
ture elimination technique and a traditional biostatistics
approach.

Both the machine learning (Table S1) and the biostatistics
approach (Table S2) identified clinical activity as the most

relevant clinical feature to predict if a patient will have an
arterial event. Clinical activity resulted being the medical
feature whose removal caused the biggest MCC drop in the
XGBoost ranking, and the feature obtaining the lowest p-
value among the statistical tests. This result confirms the find-
ing of the original curators of this dataset regarding clinical
activity [23].

Regarding the other features, the two approaches gen-
erated significantly different results for biological sex and
mean CRP over 5 mg/L in 1 year. The biological sex of
a patient results being the second most important feature
in the machine learning ranking (Table S1), but the least
important variable in the biostatistics ranking (Table S2).
Mean CRP over 5 mg/L in 1 year, instead, results being unim-
portant according to the computational intelligence ranking
(Table S1), but forthmost important feature in the biostatistics
ranking (Table S2).
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C. FEATURE RANKING RESULTS FOR EVENT TYPE
Regarding event type, the computational intelligence
approach identified biological sex, corticosteroids, diabetes
and tumour necrosis factor inhibitor as the top most impor-
tant medical features to discriminate patients with stroke
from patients with acute coronary syndrome (Table S3). The
univariate biostatistics tests, instead, detected biological sex,
mean CRP over 5 mg/L in 1 year, and clinical activity as the
most predictive clinical factors.

Even if both the rankings agreed to recognize the biological
sex of the patient as the most important medical factor, they
showed different behaviors for other features. The biostatis-
tics ranking, for example, shows mean CRP over 5 mg/L in 1
year as second most important variable, while the machine
learning ranking inserted it at the penultimate position. Clin-
ical activity, also, results being in the third position of the
biostatistics ranking, but only on eighth rank in the XGBoost
standing.

V. DISCUSSION
A. ARTERIAL EVENT PREDICTION AND EVENT
TYPE CLASSIFICATION
Our results show that machine learning can effectively predict
patients with arterial event and patients with strokes in few
minutes, with small computational resources, from electronic
clinical records of subjects with IBD. The gradient boosting
XGBoost method, in particular, was able to correctly identify
most of patients with arterial event and without it, and to
make correct positive predictions and negative predictions,
achieving an average MCC of +0.406 (subsection IV-A).
Also for the event type, the best results were achieved again
by XGBoost, which obtained an MCC of +0.222 (subsec-
tion IV-A). Both the arterial event prediction and the event
type classification tasks were not included in the original
study of Le Gall and colleagues [23].

B. ARTERIAL EVENT FEATURE RANKING
Our feature ranking analysis confirmed clinical activity as
the most predictive factor for arterial events among patients
with IBD, as indicated by Le Gall et al. [23]. This result was
highlighted both by the machine learning standing and by the
univariate biostatistics tests standing (subsection IV-B). The
two rankings, however, gave discordant messages regarding
biological sex: our XGBoost ranking positioned it second
by importance, while the biostatistics ranking listed it in the
last rank. According to Lawton [69], the biological sex of
an individual is a relevant piece of information regarding
her/his risk of arterial event, supporting the finding of our
machine learning feature ranking approach. On other side of
the ranking, our gradient boosting technique listed tumour
necrosis factor inhibitors as less important factor in predicting
arterial events in patients.

C. EVENT TYPE FEATURE RANKING
The XGBoost feature ranking approach applied to the event
type dataset identified biological sex, corticosteroids, and

diabetes as the top three most relevant clinical features to
predict if a patient will have a stroke or an acute coronary
syndrome (subsection IV-C). The importance of biological
sex and corticosteroids was detected by the biostatistics rank-
ing, too, while diabetes was not in the top positions there.
In their study, Sealy and colleagues [70] highlighted the role
of biological sex in stroke risk. The intake of corticosteroids
can be due to an ongoing treatment had by the patients at
risk of stroke [71]. Our machine learning approach, however,
successfully identified diabetes as a top third most relevant
factor, since this disease is known to increase the stroke
risk [72]. In the last positions of our machine learning rank-
ing, having hypertension resulted being the as least important
factor in discriminating between stroke and acute coronary
syndrome.

VI. CONCLUSION
Inflammatory bowel diseases affect millions of people world-
wide, and can worse the conditions of patients when present
with arterial diseases. In this study, we showed that com-
putational intelligence applied to medical records can be
an effective tool both to diagnoses prediction (presence of
arterial event versus absence of arterial event, and stroke
versus acute coronary syndrome) and to rank the clinical fea-
tures resulting being more predictive for them. Our machine
learning methods were able to unveil new findings that differ
from the ones obtained by traditional univariate statistical
tests and the ones found in the medical literature, suggesting
computational intelligence as an additional support means for
clinical decisions.

The main limitation of our study is the employment of a
single dataset: our analysis would have been enhanced by
the usage of an external validation cohort, where we could
have found confirmation of our findings. We looked for an
alternative public dataset of patients with IBD and cardiovas-
cular diseases but unfortunately we could not find any with
the same features.

Other studies applied machine learning techniques to
detect the most important features of clinical records of
patients with cardiovascular events in the past [73], [74].
Unfortunately the medical records of the datasets analyzed
in these articles did not include the features considered in our
study.

In the future, we plan to investigate further the inflam-
matory bowel disease by applying our computational
intelligence and statistical methods to genomics and
transcriptomics datasets of patients diagnosed with this
condition [75]–[77].
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